
 

 

Skate Canada: Alberta-NWT/Nunavut  
Jump Scholarship Program 

 
2018/2019 Jump Element Scholarship for Competitive Categories 

(Pre-Juvenile to Senior) 
 

The Jump Scholarship Program is designed to reward skaters for successful jumping skills in 

competition that are verified by the Technical Panel. 

 

The following rules and policies apply: 

 

1. Skaters must be members of a Section Club and represent Skate Canada: Alberta-NWT/Nunavut 

Section. This is a developmental program and not eligible to Nationally carded athletes. 

2. This program applies to competitive categories in the following Leading Edge Series 

Competitions: Sunsational, Wild Rose, Fall Invitational, Sectional Championship, Calgary 

Winter Invitational. 

3. The Jump Scholarship Program will be calculated from April 1 in one calendar year to March 31 

in the next calendar year. E.g. April 1, 2018-March 31, 2019. 

4. The successful elements will be submitted to the Section office by the Technical Panel following 

each competition. A running report will be kept and the total scholarships calculated by March 

31.  

5. To qualify for a scholarship, the element must be completed on one foot and verified by the 

Technical Panel. 

6. If the element has one of the following mistakes (as determined by the Technical Panel), the 

skater will not be eligible for the scholarship: 

a. <<downgraded 

b. <under-rotated 

c. Negative GOE total value 

d. The skater falls on the element 

7. The scholarships are awarded based on the age of the skater performing the elements rather than 

on the skater’s competitive category. Skaters age will be calculated as of July 1 of the current 

Skate Canada season. 

8. A skater will receive the first-time award after successfully completing the jump element in 

competition for the first time. After first completion, the skater will receive a small award for the 

second successful completion. No awards are given after two successful completions. The first 

and second completion must be accomplished in the same season (April 1-March 31).  

9. The charts below indicate the elements awarded for each age category.  



 

 

10. For this inaugural season of the program, all jumps identified as first time, starting with 

Sunsational, will be checked back to last season's events starting at Wild Rose in August 2017 to 

confirm eligibility. If successfully landed at any of the competitions before 2018 Sunsational, the 

jump will not be eligible for the scholarship (April 1, 2018-March 31, 2019). 

 

 

 
Category 2A 

1st time 
2A 
 

3T 
1st time 

3T 3S 
1st time 

3S 3L 
1st time 

3L 3F 
1st time 

3F 

Under 11 $300 $25 $400 $25 $400 $25 $500 $50 $500 $50 

Under 12 $250 $25 $350 $25 $350 $25 $450 $25 $450 $25 

Under 14 $150 $25 $250 $25 $250 $25 $350 $25 $350 $25 

Under 16   $150 $25 $150 $25 $300 $25 $300 $25 

Under 19       $250 $25 $250 $25 

Over 19 
Women 

        $200 $25 

Over 19 Men           

 
Category 3Lz 

1st time 
3Lz 3A 

1st time 
3A Quad  

1st time 
Quad Triple-Triple 

1st time 
Triple-Triple 

Under 11 $600 $50       

Under 12 $550 $50       

Under 14 $450 $25 $800 $50 $1000 $100 $700 $100 

Under 16 $400 $25 $700 $50 $800 $100 $600 $100 

Under 19 $300 $25 $600 $50 $800 $100 $500 $100 

Over 19 Women $250 $25 $500 $50 $600 $50 $400 $50 

Over 19 Men   $500 $50 $600 $50 $300 $50 

 

 


